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to the League ; but the claims of Italy were so enormous,
the pretensions of her ruler so total and Haile Selassie's
principles of honour so deeply rooted, that he could not
settle the difference by surrender.
The League Policy was of his own choosing. He had
always been an enthusiast for the League, partly because he
believed that it promised him security to develop his
country, partly because membership of the League seemed
to him a proof that Ethiopia was advancing to equality
with other nations.
This was mainly because the peaceful settlement of disputes
was engrained in him. His whole career was evidence of it.
He was demanded in 1916 as Regent, by a collective and
uniform demarche of the British, French and Italian
Ministers, because he would not, like Lij Yasu, meddle in
the East African war, and because he wished to restore
internal order. He never took the initiative of force against
his enemies in Ethiopia : he left to them the privilege of
revolt. By his peculiar methods of compromise and dis-
cussion, which his European critics called palaver and
payment, peace and a growing prosperity were restored
to the torn Ethiopia of his youth.
His fault was an unusual one in Africa : lack of suspicion.
He believed in trusting people, hating to remove friends who
had let him down. It was a long time before he admitted
to himself, though he had all the proofs before him, that
Dedjazmatch Haile Selassie Gucsa was going to betray
him. Corrupt governors who had once served him well
were not replaced . . . " their faults must be proved " . . .
" the vice of my nation is intrigue and suspicion one against
the other, I will believe nothing ill of him unless it is proved.95
He also believed that the signatories of the Covenant
would stand by their signatures. If they did, his military
dispositions might well delay Italy until the Covenant began
to squeeze her.
Haile Selassie never thought of his army as anything but a
delaying force.
Lacking all arms, but perfectly satisfied with their
prospects of victory, how were the Ethiopians prepared to
meet the shock of disillusion ?
In Addis patriotic societies were founded and for a short
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